I.. Introduction {#sec1}
================

Stroke or cerebrovascular accident is caused when an artery carrying blood from heart to an area in the brain bursts or a clot obstructs the blood flow thereby preventing delivery of oxygen and nutrients. Worldwide, 15 million people suffer a stroke every year, where Indian studies have estimated that the incidence rates increase from 27-34/100,000 in the 35-44 age group to 822-1116/100,000 in the 75+ age group [@ref1]--[@ref2][@ref3]. Moreover, ischemic stroke is the leading cause of morbidity and long term disability across the world, and is among the leading causes of death [@ref4]. It is also the second leading cause of dementia (after Alzheimer's disease). The projected cost of patient care for stroke will reach trillions of dollars over the next five decades. Stroke accounts for nearly 10% of deaths and about 5% of health-care costs [@ref5]. The total direct and indirect cost of cardiovascular disease (CVD) and stroke in the United States for 2010 is estimated to be \$315.4 billion [@ref6]. This figure includes health expenditures (direct costs, which include the cost of physicians and other professionals, hospital services, prescribed medications, home health care, and other medical durables) and lost productivity that results from premature mortality (indirect costs). In India, stroke in younger individuals is high (18-32% of all stroke cases) compared with high-income countries that presents a greater burden on the quality of life [@ref1], [@ref7]. Stroke drastically affects the economical productivity of that younger age group, adding further to the disease burden [@ref7]. With increasing number of younger person with stroke and an aging population, the human as well as the economic burden of stroke and small vessel disease on health systems is likely to dramatically increase in future which is a hidden epidemic for India [@ref8]. In fact, elderly population in India is predicted to increase to 12% of the total population by 2025 [@ref9] where age is the primary risk factor. Consequently, Indian health ministry's working group noted that "India will soon become home to the second largest number of elderly in the world. The challenges are unique with this population in India." Therefore, low-cost innovative methodologies for prognosis and monitoring of stroke and small vessel disease are urgently required in India that avoids transportation of critically ill patients and provides home-based intervention.

Cross-sectional studies suggest that impaired cerebral haemodynamics precedes ischemic stroke and transient ischaemic attack (TIA) where cerebrovascular reactivity (CVR) reflects the capacity of blood vessels to dilate, and is an important marker for brain vascular reserve [@ref10]. CVR provides an useful addition to the traditional baseline blood flow measurement where severely reduced CVR predicts the risk of ipsilateral stroke and TIA [@ref10]. Also, neural activity is closely related, spatially and temporally, to cerebral blood flow (CBF) that supplies glucose via neurovascular coupling. However, neurological symptoms may not be visible until CBF drops to 40% of normal, and prolonged periods of cerebral ischemia increase the likelihood that neurological symptoms will become irreversible as CBF further drops to 20% of normal [@ref11], [@ref12]. The goal of most medical interventions in acute ischemic stroke care is to maximize blood perfusion in the lesioned region and surrounding ischemic penumbra by increasing local and/or global CBF. Intervention strategies to increase CBF are based on the premise that normal auto-regulation of CBF is disrupted and perfusions of the infarcted and penumbral regions are dependent on perfusion pressure [@ref13], [@ref14]. Here, the ability to directly or indirectly measure CBF, concentrations of oxy- and deoxy-hemoglobin at the point-of-care/bedside would provide new opportunities for monitoring cerebro-vascular autoregulation in early stroke/TIA, permitting hemodynamic interventions to be optimized, and potentially administered before the onset of neurological symptoms. Furthermore, because of the high prevalence of stroke and small vessel disease, and the enormous cost of its management, even strategies with modest benefits are worth pursuing to ameliorate impairments in CBF that may lead to neural impairments leading to Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI) [@ref15]. Moreover, impaired cerebral haemodynamics may lead to vascular dementia (VD), where the pathophysiological links between VD and Alzheimer disease (AD) has been widely discussed [@ref15], [@ref16]. In fact, an association was found between impaired cerebral microvessels functionality (elucidated with CVR) and unfavorable evolution of cognitive function in patients with AD [@ref16].
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\end{document}$ concentrations, which is considered a good indicator of the variations in the regional cerebral blood volume (CBV) [@ref19]. In this study, we used anodal transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) to evoke haemodynamic response based on prior work [@ref20] that showed a significant correlation between current strength and the increase in regional cerebral blood flow (CBF) in the on-period relative to the pre-stimulation baseline. Therefore, the first objective was to develop a 4-channel NIRS-based hardware to estimate changes in cerebral oxygenation evoked by anodal tDCS and to evaluate the feasibility of tDCS-evoked hemodynamic response in 15 healthy subjects. After feasibility testing, it was postulated that the lesioned hemisphere would have reduced tDCS-evoked hemodynamic response than the non-lesioned hemisphere. This hypothesis was evaluated towards discrimination between the lesioned and non-lesioned hemisphere in 14 stroke survivors.

As in fMRI, an interpretation of the hemodynamic responses is often considered on the simple basis that significant changes in hemodynamics corresponds to increases in cortical neural activity [@ref21] where tDCS can up- and down-regulate cortical excitability depending on current direction [@ref20]. During cortical neural activity, the electric currents from all excitable membranes of brain tissue superimpose at a given location in the extracellular medium and generate a potential, which is referred to as the electroencephalogram (EEG) when recorded from the scalp [@ref22]. Quantitative EEG analysis has been used as a method of identifying subclinical brain injury during neurosurgical procedures, such as carotid endarterectomy, and for ischemia detection, global function assessment, medication titration, and prognostication [@ref23]. Furthermore, high multilevel reproducibility has been shown [@ref24] where EEG parameters reliably discriminated between stroke and transient ischaemic attack (TIA) patients or control subjects, and correlated significantly with clinical and radiological status. Reliable EEG parameters can be evaluated in a general stroke population for clinically relevant state and outcome measures [@ref24]. There are several studies that investigated the relationship between EEG alpha rhythm variations (alpha rhythm lies in the range of 8 to 13 Hz) and baseline regional CBF differences [@ref25]. where the hemodynamic responses associated with cortical neural activity, i.e., the relationship between local neural activity and cerebral blood flow is termed neurovascular coupling (NVC) [@ref26]. Therefore, EEG may provide a measure that is independent from fNIRS where EEG can be used to indirectly detect and monitor CBF. Here, simultaneous EEG-NIRS imaging [@ref27] during perturbation with tDCS may help us in understanding the NVC underlying neural and hemodynamic responses post-stroke. Furthermore, EEG-NIRS joint imaging may improve the specificity by estimating NVC as a biomarker for post-stroke impaired cerebral microvessels functionality (see [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) [@ref28] where non-neuronal systemic physiological fluctuations often contaminate fNIRS signals. Therefore, the second objective was development of a 5-channel EEG hardware which was bench tested by 10 healthy subjects. Then, the 5-channel EEG hardware was integrated with NIRS for EEG-NIRS based modeling of NVC underlying the response to anodal tDCS. The feasibility testing was conducted on 4 stroke survivors. Figure 1.EEG-NIRS based simultaneous recording [@ref24] of the hemodynamic and electromagnetic responses to perturbations with tDCS [@ref25].

EEG-NIRS based modeling of NVC was based on prior work that showed tDCS induced changes in neuronal membrane potentials in a polarity-dependent manner and induced synaptically driven after-effects after a sufficient duration [@ref25]. The activated synapse results in local excitatory postsynaptic current (EPSC), which then results in an excitatory postsynaptic potential (EPSP) at the cell body causing alterations in membrane potential. The synaptic transmembrane current is a major contributor of the extracellular signal that can be measured with current source density (CSD) analysis of the extracellular field potentials viz. local field potentials (LFP) [@ref26]. In our case, EEG measured the extracellular field potentials which were used to estimate the EEG surface laplacian [@ref27] - the magnitude of the radial (transcranial) current flow leaving (sinks) and entering (sources) the scalp. These reference-free current source density (CSD) waveforms yield measures that more closely represent underlying neuronal current generators [@ref28]. Therefore, CSD waveform at the site of stimulation should represent the underlying neuronal current generators during anodal tDCS. Here, our prior work showed an increase of fractional power in the Theta band (4−8Hz) immediately after stimulation and decrease around "individual alpha frequency" in the Alpha band (8−13Hz) following anodal tDCS [@ref20]. We proposed an EEG-NIRS based imaging of tDCS evoked neural and hemodynamic responses [@ref33] where tDCS has been shown to induce polarity-specific changes of cortical blood perfusion [@ref34] and neural activity [@ref29]. Parts of this work have been presented earlier in conferences [@ref28], [@ref35], [@ref36].

In this translational study, we present low-cost 1) development of a 4-channel NIRS-based hardware to estimate cerebral oxygenation, 2) development of a 5-channel EEG hardware to estimate the surface Laplacian [@ref30] - the magnitude of the radial (transcranial) current flow leaving (sinks) or entering (sources) the scalp, 3) an EEG-NIRS based modeling approach to estimate NVC underlying the response to anodal tDCS. Here, stimulation by tDCS allows to perturb the neurovascular state of focal cortical tissue and localize the lesioned brain areas which is a novel approach. This has significant clinical scope since cross-sectional studies suggest that impaired cerebral haemodynamics precedes stroke and TIA where cerebrovascular reactivity (CVR) reflects the capacity of blood vessels to dilate, and is an important marker for brain vascular reserve [@ref24]. Moreover, impairments in CBF may lead to neural impairments leading to Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI) [@ref6]. Here, tDCS-evoked CVR (captured with fNIRS) and EEG reactivity may provide an useful addition to the traditional baseline blood flow measurement where severely reduced reactivity may predict the risk of ipsilateral stroke and TIA [@ref24].

II.. Methods and Procedures {#sec2}
===========================

In our earlier work, it has been shown that anodal tDCS enhanced activity and excitability of the excitatory pyramidal neuron at a population level in a non-specific manner, where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ -rhythm desynchronization was found to be generated [@ref20]. Also, our case study [@ref21] showed detectable hemodynamic response (0-60sec) to a 0.526A/$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ square-pulse (0-30sec) of anodal tDCS where it was postulated that alterations in the vascular system may result in secondary changes in the cortical excitability. Based on these preliminary studies, we proposed EEG-NIRS based low-cost screening and monitoring of cerebral microvessels functionality under perturbation with tDCS [@ref22]. The objective of this method study was to develop a low-cost point-of-care-testing device [@ref23] and to present a method to assess NVC based on simultaneous EEG-NIRS recordings.

A.. Development of Phantoms for Bench-Testing NIRS Device {#sec2a}
---------------------------------------------------------

The NIRS instrumentation needs to be calibrated using phantoms [@ref37]--[@ref38][@ref39][@ref40]. Typically, phantoms are static in nature and contain a fixed value for the NIRS instrument to measure in order to validate that the device is working properly [@ref40]. However, the drawback with static phantoms is that these phantoms do not fully replicate human body. Oxygen levels in the body, brain or muscle for instance, are constantly changing depending on the task being performed [@ref40]. Therefore, phantoms that have the ability to change the properties being measured provide greater realistic simulation. These dynamic phantoms give researchers a better understanding of what the NIRS data should look like when data acquisition takes place [@ref40]. In the current work, a dynamic phantom was developed for our NIRS system.

The initial step in designing a dynamic phantom was to calculate the correct amount of scattering and absorption agents in order to obtain the optical coefficients of absorption ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ respectively [@ref40]. In our study, titanium dioxide was used as the scattering agent. Photon migration imaging (PMI) toolbox was used to validate the proper dimensions needed for the phantom [@ref41]. In order to incorporate the dynamic properties to the phantom, liquid crystal (LC) paint was added to the surface of a 500ml blank phantom of pure paraffin wax. The LC paint has the ability to change its color depending on the temperature of the paint. While the paint is translucent at room temperature (20 °C - 25 °C), the paint becomes darker outside this temperature range. To heat the paint, a resistive wire mesh was placed on top of the paint and electric current was applied to the wire to generate Joule heating thereby changing the optical properties ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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B.. Development of the NIRS Device {#sec2b}
----------------------------------

The basic design of the NIRS device is shown in [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. Three NIR sources and three detectors have been used. NIRS is an optical measurement and therefore it is the changes in the optical properties of the tissue volume during neural activation that induces signal changes. Consequently, a spectro-photometric modeling component is required to capture this aspect of the signal. The signal acquired at the detector can be approximated as a linear mixture of a number of components. Differential spectroscopy has been used to obtain relative changes in the concentrations of the two chromophores, viz. oxy-hemoglobin and deoxy-hemoglobin, making it possible to identify whether changes in oxygen saturation result from changes in blood volume or changes in oxygen consumption. An increase/decrease in blood volume causes an increase/decrease in total hemoglobin concentration which in turn causes a change in oxygen saturation. Changes in oxygen consumption are reflected by changes in oxy- and deoxy-hemoglobin concentrations in opposite directions such that the total hemoglobin concentration stays the same. The wavelengths used in our experiment were 770nm and 850nm. The alignment of the light emitting diode (LED) and photo-detectors are shown in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. In [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, S1 and S2 indicate LED and D1, D2, D3 and D4 are photo-detectors. The distance between the source and detector was maintained at 2.5cm. Figure 2.Top Panel: Block diagram of the NIRS system. Bottom Panel: Design of NIRS probe.

The tDCS is a form of electrical stimulation which uses constant low amplitude electrical current that is delivered transcranially via sponge (conductive rubber-core electrode) soaked with normal (0.9%) saline solution. We delivered a current density of 0.526A/$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ for 3 minutes for tDCS. The anode (positive polarity electrode) was placed at Cz (International 10-20 system of scalp sites) and the cathode (negative polarity electrode) was placed at either F3 or F4 (International 10-20 system of scalp sites) for left or right side stimulation respectively. The signal has been acquired on both the left and right side of the cerebral frontal cortex before and after anodal tDCS, using 770nm/850nm dual LED in the experiment. Modified Beer Lambert's Law was used to relate the chromophore concentration to the optical absorption values. The feasibility of hemodynamic response to anodal tDCS was evaluated by 15 healthy subjects (age group of 20-30 years), i.e., the NIRS-tDCS healthy study at the International Institute of Information Technology - Hyderabad, India. The hypothesis that the lesioned hemisphere would have reduced tDCS-evoked hemodynamic response was evaluated in 14 stroke survivors (age group 42-73 years), i.e., the NIRS-tDCS stroke study at the Institute of Neurosciences, Kolkata.

Subjects were recruited after ethics approval and experiments were conducted after taking informed consent, conforming to the Declaration of Helsinki. Participants were seated in a quiet room and their eyes were open and fixated on a point on the wall in front of them during the entire experiment. The total testing time was roughly 14 minutes. NIRS was performed for two minutes on the F3 site followed by anodal tDCS for three minutes. After anodal tDCS, NIRS was performed again to measure the hemodynamic changes as a result of anodal tDCS. Therefore, the NIRS data was collected for 2 minutes pre- and post- tDCS. The same process was repeated with the F4 site. Analog arterial pressure data from the operating room hemodynamic monitor and the NIRS signals were both sampled at 60 Hz. These signals were time integrated as non overlapping 10sec mean values, which is equivalent to a non-overlapping moving average filter with a 10sec time window re-sampled at 0.1 Hz. The objective was to eliminate high frequency noise from the respiratory and pulse frequencies thus allowing detection of oscillations and transients below 0.05 Hz. The signals were further high pass filtered with a cut off at 0.003Hz to remove slow drifts. The change in the signal to noise ratio (SNR), i.e., the ratio between signal power and noise power in the overall NIR signal, between the on and off phases of the anodal tDCS was investigated. The background noise is the recording when the device was not interfaced with the skin. A paired t-test (MATLAB function "ttest") was performed to find any significant difference in the SNR values between the on and off phases of the anodal tDCS in order to confirm haemodynamics response to tDCS in 15 healthy subjects (age group of 20-30 years). Then, 14 patients with established and acute ischemic stroke (\<1 month) localized to a single hemisphere (10 male and 4 females from age 42 to 73) were recruited to study any difference in the hemodynamic response of the lesioned and non-lesioned hemisphere during perturbation with anodal tDCS. A paired t-test (MATLAB function "ttest") was performed to find any significant differences.

C.. DEvelopment of the EEG Device {#sec2c}
---------------------------------

The EEG Front-End (EEG-FE) from Texas Instruments (Texas Instruments, Inc.) that is based on ADS1299 - an eight-channel, 24-bit, low-power; integrated analog front-end designed for EEG applications - was used in this study. The motherboard allowed the EEG-FE to be connected to a battery-operated laptop computer via an available USB port. Due to the extremely low input-referred noise of the ADS1299, it allows for direct interface to EEG bio-potential signals. With a typical noise of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$VP-P and a 70Hz input bandwidth, this was a 77% reduction in currently existing medical analog Front-Ends. The graphical user interface (see [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) was developed in LabVIEW (short for Laboratory Virtual Instrument Engineering Workbench) which is a system-design platform and development environment for a visual programming language from National Instruments (National Instruments, USA). Figure 3.Bench-testing of the EEG device. a) test setup, b) EEG montage with tDCS Anode and Cathode, c) LabVIEW user interface.

Five healthy males and five healthy females aged between 22 to 46 years volunteered for the feasibility study, i.e., the EEG-tDCS healthy study at the University of Medicine Goettingen, Germany and the Institut national de recherche en informatique et en automatique, France. Experiments were conducted after taking informed consent, conforming to the Declaration of Helsinki. Participants were seated in a quiet room with their eyes open and fixated on a point on the wall in front of them during the entire experiment. Anodal tDCS was conducted for 15min (current density=0.526A/$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ with the anode positioned at Cz (international 10-20 system of scalp sites) and cathode over left supraorbital notch. Eyes-open resting state EEG was recorded at 500Hz from the central site Cz (international 10-20 system of scalp sites) and the nearby electrodes F3, F4, P3, P4 (international 10-20 system of scalp sites) before and immediately after anodal tDCS at Cz. At Cz, the surface Laplacian was computed [@ref30] which provided the magnitude of the radial (transcranial) current flow leaving (sinks) or entering (sources) the scalp. From EEG recordings before and after anodal tDCS, the average experimental power spectrum was analyzed from 0.25Hz to 50Hz for 25 successive 4s artifact-free epochs (i.e., 100sec immediately before and 100sec immediately after anodal tDCS) using Welch's averaged, modified periodogram spectral estimation method (MATLAB function "spectrum.welch").

D.. Estimation of Neurovascular Coupling from EEG-NIRS Simultaneous Imaging During TDCS {#sec2d}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Prior works show a strong coupling between local field potentials (LFP) and regional vascular responses even in the absence of spikes (i.e., subthreshold depolarization) [@ref29]. This regional vascular response was estimated using NIRS that measured changes in (cortical) tissue oxy-($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ at the beginning of anodal tDCS that corresponded with an increase in the log-transformed mean-power of EEG within 0.5Hz-11.25Hz frequency band [@ref28], [@ref43]. Moreover, our preliminary study showed an increase of fractional power in the Theta band (4-8Hz) and decrease around "individual alpha frequency" in the Alpha band (8-13Hz) at the stimulation site following anodal tDCS [@ref36].

Based on our preliminary results [@ref28], [@ref35], [@ref36], [@ref43], we developed a bi-hemispheric tDCS and simultaneous EEG-NIRS recording montage (see [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). For the clinical study (see [Table 1](#table1){ref-type="table"}), we placed the EEG-NIRS/tDCS montage at the F3 and F4 sites for bi-hemispheric stimulation and recording, as shown in [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. A current density of 0.526A/$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ square sponge (conductive rubber-core electrode) soaked with normal (0.9%) saline solution. The anode and cathode for tDCS alternated between F3 and F4 sites to deliver 30sec of steady stimulation with 10sec of ramp-up and ramp-down (as shown in the bottom panel of [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), which was repeated 15 times resulting in 1500sec of testing time. Simultaneous 8-channel EEG recordings were conducted via Ag/AgCl ring-electrode (impedance \<5kOhms) using the EEG Front-End (EEG-FE) from Texas Instruments (Texas Instruments, Inc.) that is based on ADS1299. To reduce the cost of the NIRS montage, we used only four symmetrically-placed 770nm/850nm dual LED sources inserted through EEG ring-electrodes for each hemisphere in the lateral, medial, anterior and posterior directions from the detector at roughly 3.0cm source-detector separation. Figure 4.Bi-hemispheric tDCS and simultaneous EEG-NIRS recording montage.TABLE 1Summary of the Case Series (M: Male, F: Female, MCA: Middle Cerebral Artery, CABG: Coronary Artery Bypass Graft).CaseAge/genderMRIdiagnosisComorbiditiesYear of stroke131/MRight MCAWhite matter hyperintensities2008263/MLeft MCADiabetis, Hypertension2009373/MLeft MCAPost-CABG2010

Eyes-open block-averaged resting-state simultaneous NIRS and EEG recordings [@ref27] were conducted during tDCS where we analyzed only the anodal tDCS data (30sec steady state stimulation). EEG from four symmetrically-placed ring-electrodes were interpolated with spherical splines to estimate the EEG at F3 and F4 sites (virtual electrode) using EEGLAB 'eeg_interp()' function [@ref44]. For analysis of simultaneously acquired EEG and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ waveforms at F3 and F4 sites, we developed a method for the assessment of neurovascular coupling at the site of anodal tDCS. We leveraged Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) of the EEG time series to break it into a set of intrinsic mode functions (IMFs) using Huang Hilbert Transform (HHT) [@ref31]. The fact that IMFs are all in the time-domain and of the same length as the original EEG time series allows for varying frequency in time to be preserved. Generally, the first IMF contains the highest frequency components and the oscillatory frequencies decrease with increasing IMF index. The $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ where only the ones that had instantaneous frequencies less than 11.25 Hz and greater than 0.5 Hz for the whole signal duration were selected based on our prior work [@ref28], [@ref43]. Cross-correlation function (CCF) was calculated during anodal tDCS between log-transformed mean-power time-course of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ time-series. CCF based assessment of the patient-specific status of NVC was conducted on four chronic (\>6 months) ischemic stroke survivors (3 males, 1 female from age 31 to 76 (see [Table 1](#table1){ref-type="table"}), i.e., the NIRS/EEG-tDCS stroke study at the University of Medicine Goettingen, Germany and the Institut national de recherche en informatique et en automatique, France.

III.. Results {#sec3}
=============
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\end{document}$. [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows the phantom results on two different runs of the NIRS. The results of phantom simulation studies with our set up indicated 58% and 62% mean cerebral oxygen saturation when the optical properties of the phantom changed on being heated by the resistive mesh via current stimulation such that the temperature at the surface of phantom reaches in the range of 50-55 °C. The resistance value of resistive mesh is chosen to be of 275 ohms and the current was gradually increased to 3 amperes. The pulsating variations of the waveforms emulated the dynamic variation of cerebral oxygen saturation with arterial systole and diastole of the cerebro-vascular artery. The results were quite agreeable with the normal physiologic values of cerebral oxygen saturation in brain parenchyma [@ref46]. In the 14 acute ischemic stroke (\<1 month) survivors (NIRS-tDCS stroke study), the lesioned hemisphere with impaired circulation showed significantly less change in cerebral oxygen saturation than the non-lesioned side in response to anodal tDCS. There was a significant change in HbO2 in the non-lesioned side \[male: (3.43 ± 0.86) and female: (3.32 ± 0.74)\] but not in the side with stroke lesion \[male: (0.26 ± 0.28) and female: (0.24 ± 0.26)\], \< 0.01 as is evident from [figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. For the 4 stroke cases (NIRS/EEG-tDCS stroke study), the [Figure 7a](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} shows the change in tissue oxy-hemoglobin ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ anodal tDCS from 0-30sec. [Figure 7b](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} shows the spectrogram illustrating non-stationary single-trial EEG at non-lesioned hemisphere where the 6th intrinsic mode function (IMF-6) primarily captured the temporal change in the power spectral density within 0.5Hz and 11.25 Hz (i.e., $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ anodal tDCS from 0-30sec. An immediate increase in the theta band (4Hz-8Hz) EEG activity after the start of anodal tDCS was found at the non-lesioned hemisphere. The [Figure 7c](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} shows the corresponding spectrograms for the lesioned hemisphere. Figure 5.Phantom simulation results (time in seconds) for two different runs of the NIRS. Figure 6.Change in the cerebral oxygen saturation with anodal tDCS in a subject (time in minutes). Figure 7.NIRS-EEG recording during anodal tDCS. a) Change in tissue oxy-hemoglobin (HbO2) concentration at lesioned/affected and non-lesioned/healthy hemisphere. b) Spectrogram showing non-stationary single-trial EEG at non-lesioned hemisphere. The 6th intrinsic mode function (IMF-6) primarily captured the temporal change in the power spectral density. c) Spectrogram showing non-stationary single-trial EEG at lesioned hemisphere alongwith IMF-6.

CCF analysis revealed a significant (95 percent confidence interval) negative cross-correlation at the non-lesioned hemisphere during anodal tDCS where the log-transformed mean-power of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ (see [Table 3](#table3){ref-type="table"}). However, the CCF analysis did not reveal any significant cross-correlation beyond the upper and lower 95 percent confidence bounds at the lesioned hemisphere, assuming that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ are completely uncorrelated. The CCF results during anodal tDCS at the non-lesioned hemisphere from all the trials (N = 15) for all the four cases are listed in [Table 3](#table3){ref-type="table"}. Here, the lag for Case-1 (0.93±1.26sec) differed from the other cases which were comparable.TABLE 3Summary of the Results From the Case Series.CaseCorrelation CoefficientLag (sec)1−0.66±0.181.19±1.452−0.63±0.143.48±1.573−0.56±0.173.75±1.834−0.58±0.123.83±1.76

IV.. Discussion {#sec4}
===============

In this paper, we presented development of a non-invasive point-of-care test (POCT) device to investigate neurovascular coupling (NVC) from simultaneous recording of EEG and NIRS responses evoked with tDCS that can avoid transportation of critically ill patients. NIRS recorded changes in oxy-haemoglobin and deoxy-haemoglobin concentrations during anodal tDCS-induced activation of the cortical region located under the stimulation electrode and in-between the light sources and detector [@ref28] where the feasibility was shown by the NIRS-tDCS healthy study. EEG estimated the anodal tDCS-induced alterations of the underlying neuronal current generators in the cortical region located under the stimulation electrode and in-between the light sources and detectors where the feasibility was shown by the EEG-tDCS healthy study. The stroke studies (NIRS-tDCS stroke study and NIRS/EEG-tDCS stroke study) showed detectable neural and hemodynamic changes to 0.526A/$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ anodal tDCS in stroke survivors where the lesioned hemisphere had a reduced tDCS-evoked hemodynamic response than the non-lesioned hemisphere (NIRS-tDCS stroke study). In the bi-hemispheric tDCS and simultaneous EEG-NIRS recording montage (NIRS/EEG-tDCS stroke study), we limited the number of NIRS detectors to 2, NIRS sources to 8, and EEG channels to 8 to reduce the cost as well as the complexity. For NIRS-EEG joint imaging, EEG captured the neuronal response and NIRS captured the hemodynamic response that were evoked with anodal tDCS which was shown to be technically feasible in laboratory setting without any artifacts from one other.

For calibrating the NIRS device, we developed a novel NIRS phantom that emulated the dynamic variation of cerebral oxygen saturation. However, one of the limitations of the phantom was that it only accounted for the isotropic response of the brain. The phantom did not take into account the cerebro-spinal fluid, which may also alter the scattering and absorption coefficients. Nevertheless, the results of phantom simulation studies indicated physiological 58% and 62% mean cerebral oxygen saturation when the optical properties of the phantom changed on being heated by resistive mesh through current stimulation. Following calibration with the NIRS phantom, the NIRS device was used for capturing cerebrovascular reactivity (CVR) [@ref35]. It was postulated that hemodynamic alterations are causally related to tDCS-induced neural alterations in cortical excitability via neuro-vascular coupling (NVC). In fact, the regional CVR during anodal tDCS was estimated with a phenomological model [@ref35] that was developed by adapting an arteriolar compliance model of the cerebral blood flow response to neural stimulus [@ref47]. The regional CVR was defined as the coupling between changes in cerebral blood flow (CBF) and cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen (CMRO2) during anodal tDCS-induced local brain activation [@ref48]. In the current study, the mean SNR of the NIRS device was found to be 42.33 ± 1.33dB in the on state of tDCS and 40.67 ± 1.23dB in the off state of tDCS (see [Table 2](#table2){ref-type="table"}) where the difference was found to be statistically significant (p \< 0.01). Also, the cerebral oxygenation level of the 15 healthy subjects was found in the range of 60-69%. The clinical study conducted on 14 stroke patients revealed that the lesioned hemisphere with impaired circulation showed significantly (p \< 0.01) less change in cerebral oxygenation than the non-lesioned side in response to anodal tDCS.TABLE 2SNR of the 15 Healthy Subjects During on and off Phases of TDCS.Subject IdOff-tDCS SNR (dB)On-tDCS SNR (dB)138.072139.9504239.471541.5991339.831141.3332442.38443.2835541.219842.3838639.506240.6702740.81942.5564842.277945.4101941.109242.32651042.195244.16451140.297742.43421242.021142.9631340.107242.11071440.142541.59781540.535742.1622

Moreover, EEG can improve the sensitivity where topographic EEG has been found useful in brain ischemia [@ref49]. The EEG power spectrum in healthy showed a statistically significant (p \< 0.05) decrease around "individual alpha frequency" in the Alpha band (8--13Hz) following anodal tDCS. It was postulated based on prior work [@ref50], [@ref51] that anodal tDCS enhanced activity, and excitability of neurons at a population level in a non-specific manner, where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$-rhythm desynchronization was suggested to be generated [@ref36]. For joint analysis of EEG-NIRS responses to tDCS, a method was developed leveraging Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) of the EEG time series to assess NVC using cross-correlation function (CCF) between mean (cortical) tissue oxy-($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ haemoglobin concentration time-series and averaged PSD time-course from relevant intrinsic mode function (e.g., within 0.5Hz and 11.25 Hz). Here, CCF analysis revealed a significant negative cross-correlation only at the non-lesioned hemisphere at 95 percent confidence interval. Moreover, the CCF based assessment of the patient-specific cerebral microvessel status was found to be sensitive to white matter hyperintensities with suspected Cerebral Autosomal-Dominant Arteriopathy with Subcortical Infarcts and Leukoencephalopathy (CADASIL) in Case 1 where confirmatory studies are required. CADASIL condition affects blood flow in small blood vessels, particularly cerebral vessels within the brain [@ref52]. In CADASIL, both basal perfusion and hemodynamic reserve are decreased [@ref52] and this hypoperfusion may be related to the clinical severity.

However, the mechanism of tDCS action on NIRS remains unclear where a recent study [@ref53] demonstrated consensual changes in heart rate variability during unilateral anodal tDCS. Here, an index of CVR based on low-frequency correlation of arterial blood pressure and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ measured with NIRS [@ref54] can be used. Therefore, analog arterial pressure data from the operating room hemodynamic monitor was acquired along with NIRS in this current study which is currently being analysed to elucidate the mechanisms. Furthermore, the frequently observed initial dip in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ at the beginning of anodal tDCS [@ref43] may primarily be related to a fast local increase in total hemoglobin concentration due to vasodilation where the magnitude of the initial dip may reflect the temporal interplay of monophasic oxy-, deoxy-, and total haemoglobin signals, as elucidated by Sirotin *et al.* [@ref55]. We postulated in our prior works [@ref28], [@ref43] that this initial dip which corresponded with an increase in the log-transformed mean-power of EEG within 0.5Hz-11.25Hz frequency band may be a biomarker of cerebral microvessel functionality (and NVC). Here, we proposed a phenomological model [@ref35] based on the Friston's model [@ref56] that anodal tDCS effected changes in synaptic transmembrane current led to a change in CBF via a change in the representative radius of the vasculature, and not in arterial and venous blood pressure difference. Also, it was assumed that the changes from baseline in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ during anodal tDCS were solely due to local hemodynamic effect induced by anodal tDCS and not due to changes in arterial oxygen concentration. However, to understand the underlying mechanisms in it entirety, NIRS-EEG joint imaging presented in this paper may help in developing a simplified model for the complex path of NVC from a change in synaptic transmembrane current to a change in the concentration of multiple vasoactive agents (such as NO, potassium ions, adenosine) represented by a single vascular flow-inducing vasoactive signal that can be captured by the phenomological model [@ref35] based on the first-order Friston's model [@ref56].

In this study, we assumed that the spatially resolved spectroscopy technique removed skin blood flow artifacts from the NIRS signal but it needs to be verified with time-gated optical system for depth-resolved NIRS [@ref39]. If needed, short separation NIRS channels can be added to regress out superficial extra-cortical contributions [@ref40]. However, EEG-NIRS based NVC estimation revealed an interplay between impaired circulation and impaired neuronal response to anodal tDCS in the current study which is postulated to be robust to superficial extra-cortical contributions (e.g. CCF analysis may filter out electromyogram and skin blood flow artifacts). These need to be investigated further towards development of a robust biomarker for impaired cerebral microvessels and impaired neuronal functionality preceding cerebrovascular accident. Such impairments have been associated with increased risk of ischemic events and may help in stratifying stroke risk in patients with high-grade internal carotid artery stenosis or occlusion. Furthermore, it is postulated that the degree of NVC, estimated using simultaneous EEG and NIRS recordings, can be used to titrate anodal tDCS as a treatment to maximize blood perfusion in the lesioned region and surrounding ischemic penumbra by increasing local CBF [@ref35]. This lends to a non-invasive bedside test and intervention device to localize the impaired circulation and impaired neuronal response in ischemic stroke and then target that with tDCS. Here, the frequency, symmetry and reactivity of neuronal and hemodynamics responses evoked with tDCS may be the biomarker for our future field studies. In field studies, a tight hairnet over the sensor montage can help in preventing lift-off of the sensors and we are also developing robust sensor-fault tolerant algorithms for EEG-NIRS sensor fusion based on Kalman filters [@ref59].

V.. Conclusion {#sec5}
==============

The paper presented a point of care testing device for neurovascular coupling (NVC) from simultaneous recording of electroencephalogram (EEG) and near infra red spectroscopy (NIRS) during anodal transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS). The healthy and stroke study showed detectable neural and hemodynamic changes to 0.526A/$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ anodal tDCS which demonstrated the feasibility of this technique. Moreover, it was shown in stroke survivors that the lesioned hemisphere with impaired circulation responded with significantly (p \< 0.01) less change in cerebral oxygenation than the non-lesioned side to anodal tDCS where joint analysis of NIRS responses in conjunction with EEG was sensitive to white matter hyperintensities condition in a stroke survivors. Therefore, it can be concluded that anodal tDCS can perturb local neural and vascular activity (via NVC) which can be used for assessing regional cerebral microvessels functionality where confirmatory clinical studies are required in small vessel diseases.
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